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The Breadth of ML methods

• A. Embedding data
– centering & whitening
– PCA, kernel PCA, Multidimensional Scaling, ISOMAP
– PLS (for classification?)

• B. Deep learning (briefly)

• C. Local learners
– local & lazy learning
– kNN
– kd-trees

• D. Combining weak or randomized learners
– Bootstrap, bagging, and model averaging
– Boosting
– (Boosted) decision trees & stumps
– Random forests

• E. Other loss functions
– hinge loss, SVMs
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Centering & Whitening
• Some researchers prefer to center (shift to zero mean) the data before

applying methods:

x← x− 〈x〉 , y ← y − 〈y〉

this spares augmenting the bias feature 1 to the data.

• More interesting: The loss and the best choice of λ depends on the
scaling of the data. If we always scale the data in the same range, we
may have better priors about choice of λ and interpretation of the loss

x← 1√
Var{x}

x , y ← 1√
Var{y}

y

• Whitening: Transform the data to remove all correlations and
varances.
Let A = Var{x} = 1

n
X>X − µµ>with Cholesy decomposition A =MM>.

x←M -1x , with Var{M -1x} = Id
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Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
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Principle Component Analysis (PCA)

• Assume we have data D = {xi}ni=1, xi ∈ Rd.

Intuitively: “We belief that there is an underlying lower-dimensional
space explaining this data”.

• How can we formalize this?
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PCA: minimizing projection error

• For each xi ∈ Rd we postulate a lower-dimensional latent variable
zi ∈ Rp

xi ≈ Vpzi + µ

• Optimality:
Find Vp, µ and values zi that minimize

∑n
i=1 ||xi − (Vpzi + µ)||2
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Optimal Vp

µ̂, ẑ1:n = argmin
µ,z1:n

n∑
i=1

||xi − Vpzi − µ||2

⇒ µ̂ = 〈xi〉 = 1
n

∑n
i=1 xi , ẑi = V>p (xi − µ)

• Center the data x̃i = xi − µ̂. Then

V̂p = argmin
Vp

n∑
i=1

||x̃i − VpV>p x̃i||2

• Solution via Singular Value Decomposition
– Let X ∈ Rn×d be the centered data matrix containing all x̃i
– We compute a sorted Singular Value Decomposition X>X = V DV>

D is diagonal with sorted singular values λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λd
V = (v1 v2 · · · vd) contains largest eigenvectors vi as columns

Vp := V1:d,1:p = (v1 v2 · · · vp)
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Principle Component Analysis (PCA)

V>p is the matrix that projects to the largest variance directions of X>X

zi = V>p (xi − µ) , Z = XVp

• In non-centered case: Compute SVD of variance

A = Var{x} =
〈
xx>
〉
− µµ>=

1

n
X>X − µµ>

• Generally: Apply ML method on top of Z instead of X 8/87



Example: Digits
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Example: Digits
• The “basis vectors” in Vp are also eigenvectors

Every data point can be expressed in these eigenvectors

x ≈ µ+ Vpz

= µ+ z1v1 + z2v2 + . . .

= + z1 · + z2 · + · · ·
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Example: Eigenfaces

(Viola & Jones)
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“Feature PCA” & Kernel PCA

• The feature trick: X =



φ(x1)>

...
φ(xn)>


∈ Rn×k

• The kernel trick: rewrite all necessary equations such that they only
involve scalar products φ(x)>φ(x′) = k(x, x′):

We want to compute eigenvectors of X>X =
∑
i φ(xi)φ(xi)

>. We can rewrite this as

X>Xvj = λvj

XX>︸ ︷︷ ︸
K

Xvj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kαj

= λXvj︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kαj

, vj =
∑
i

αjiφ(xi)

Kαj = λαj

Where K =XX>with entries Kij = φ(xi)
>φ(xj).

→We compute SVD of the kernel matrix K → gives eigenvectors αj ∈ Rn.
Projection: x 7→ z = V>p φ(x) =

∑
i α1:p,iφ(xi)

>φ(x) = Aκ(x)

(with matrix A ∈ Rp×n, Aji = αji and vector κ(x) ∈ Rn, κi(x) = k(xi, x))
Since we cannot center the features φ(x) we actually need “the double centered kernel
matrix” K̃ = (I− 1

n
11>)K(I− 1

n
11>), where Kij = φ(xi)

>φ(xj) is uncentered.
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Kernel PCA
red points: data
green shading: eigenvector αj represented as functions

∑
i αjik(xj , x)

Kernel PCA “coordinates” allow us to discriminate clusters!
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Kernel PCA

• Kernel PCA uncovers quite surprising structure:

While PCA is “merely” picks high-variance dimensions
Kernel PCA picks high variance features—where features correspond
to basis functions (RKHS elements) over x

• Kernel PCA may map data xi to latent coordinates zi where clustering
is much easier

• All of the following can be represented as kernel PCA:
– Local Linear Embedding
– Metric Multidimensional Scaling
– Laplacian Eigenmaps (Spectral Clustering)

see “Dimensionality Reduction: A Short Tutorial” by Ali Ghodsi
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Kernel PCA clustering

• Using a kernel function k(x, x′) = e−||x−x
′||2/c:

• Gaussian mixtures or k-means will easily cluster this
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Spectral Clustering
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Spectral Clustering
Spectral Clustering is very similar to kernel PCA:

• Instead of the kernel matrix K with entries kij = k(xi, xj) we construct
a weighted adjacency matrix, e.g.,

wij =

 0 if xi are not a kNN of xj
e−||xi−xj ||2/c otherwise

wij is the weight of the edge between data point xi and xj .

• Instead of computing maximal eigenvectors of K̃, compute minimal
eigenvectors of

L = I− W̃ , W̃ = diag(
∑
j wij)

-1W

(
∑
j wij is called degree of node i, W̃ is the normalized weighted

adjacency matrix)

• Given L = UDV>, we pick the p smallest eigenvectors Vp = V1:n,1:p

• The latent coordinates for xi are zi = Vi,1:p 17/87



• Spectral Clustering provides a method to compute latent
low-dimensional coordinates zi = Vi,1:p for each high-dimensional
xi ∈ Rd input.

• This is then followed by a standard classifier, e.g., Gaussian Mixture or
k-means
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• Spectral Clustering is similar to kernel PCA:
– The kernel matrix K usually represents similarity

The weighted adjacency matrix W represents proximity & similarity
– High Eigenvectors of K are similar to low EV of L = I−W

• Original interpretation of Spectral Clustering:
– L = I−W (weighted graph Laplacian) describes a diffusion process:

The diffusion rate Wij is high if i and j are close and similar
– Eigenvectors of L correspond to stationary solutions
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Multidimensional Scaling
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Metric Multidimensional Scaling

• Assume we have data D = {xi}ni=1, xi ∈ Rd.
As before we want to indentify latent lower-dimensional
representations zi ∈ Rp for this data.

• A simple idea: Minimize the stress

SC(z1:n) =
∑
i6=j(d

2
ij − ||zi − zj ||2)2

We want distances in high-dimensional space to be equal to distances
in low-dimensional space.
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Metric Multidimensional Scaling = (kernel) PCA

• Note the relation:

d2ij = ||xi − xj ||2 = ||xi − x̄||2 + ||xj − x̄||2 − 2(xi − x̄)>(xj − x̄)

This translates a distance into a (centered) scalar product

• If may we define
K̃ = (I− 1

n11
>)D(I− 1

n11
>) , Dij = −d2ij/2

then K̃ij = (xi − x̄)>(xj − x̄) is the normal covariance matrix and MDS
is equivalent to kernel PCA
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Non-metric Multidimensional Scaling

• We can do this for any data (also non-vectorial or not ∈ Rd) as long as
we have a data set of comparative dissimilarities dij

S(z1:n) =
∑
i 6=j

(d2ij − |zi − zj |2)2

• Minimize S(z1:n) w.r.t. z1:n without any further constraints!
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Example for Non-Metric MDS: ISOMAP

• Construct kNN graph and label edges with Euclidean distance
– Between any two xi and xj , compute “geodescic” distance dij

(shortest path along the graph)
– Then apply MDS

by Tenenbaum et al.
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The zoo of dimensionality reduction methods

• PCA family:
– kernel PCA, non-neg. Matrix Factorization, Factor Analysis

• All of the following can be represented as kernel PCA:
– Local Linear Embedding
– Metric Multidimensional Scaling
– Laplacian Eigenmaps (Spectral Clustering)

They all use different notions of distance/correlation as input to kernel PCA

see “Dimensionality Reduction: A Short Tutorial” by Ali Ghodsi
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PCA variants
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PCA variant: Non-negative Matrix Factorization

• Assume we have data D = {xi}ni=1, xi ∈ Rd.
As for PCA (where we had xi ≈ Vpzi + µ) we search for a
lower-dimensional space with linear relation to xi

• In NMF we require everything is non-negative: the data xi, the
projection W , and latent variables zi
Find W ∈ Rp×d (the tansposed projection) and Z ∈ Rn×p (the latent
variables zi) such that

X ≈ ZW

• Iterative solution: (E-step and M-step like...)

zik ← zik

∑d
j=1 wkjxij/(ZW )ij∑d

j=1 wkj

wkj ← wkj

∑N
i=1 zikxij/(ZW )ij∑N

i=1 zik
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PCA variant: Non-negative Matrix Factorization

(from Hastie 14.6)
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PCA variant: Factor Analysis
Another variant of PCA: (Bishop 12.64)
Allows for different noise in each dimension
P (xi | zi) = N(xi |Vpzi + µ,Σ) (with Σ diagonal)
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Partial Least Squares (PLS)
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PLS

• Is it really a good idea to just pick the p-higest variance components??

Why should that be a good idea?
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PLS

• Idea: The first dimension to pick should be the one most correlated
with the OUTPUT, not with itself!

Input: data X ∈ Rn×d, y ∈ Rn
Output: predictions ŷ ∈ Rn

1: initialize the predicted output: ŷ = 〈y〉1n
2: initialize the remaining input dimensions: X̂ =X

3: for i = 1, .., p do
4: i-coordinate for all data points: zi = X̂X̂

>
y

5: update prediction: ŷ ← ŷ +
z>iy

z>izi
zi

6: remove “used” input dimensions: x̂j ← x̂j −
z>i x̂j

z>izi
zi

where x̂j is the jth column of X̂
7: end for

(Hastie, page 81)
Line 4 identifies a new “coordinate” as the maximal correlation between the remaning
input dimensions and y. All zi are orthogonal.
Line 5 updates the prediction that is possible using zi
Line 6 removes the “used” dimension from X̂ to ensure orthgonality in line 4
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PLS for classification

• Not obvious.

• We’ll try to invent one in the exercises :-)
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B. Deep learning (briefly)
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• Discussion papers:

Thomas G. Dietterich et al.: Structured machine learning: the next ten
years

Bengio, Yoshua and LeCun, Yann: Scaling learning algorithms towards
AI

Rodney Douglas et al.: Future Challenges for the Science and
Engineering of Learning

Pat Langley: The changing science of machine learning

• There are open issues w.r.t. representations (e.g.
discovering/developing abstractions, hierarchies, etc).
Deep Learning and the revival of Neural Networks was driven by the
latter.
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Deep Learning

• Must read:

Jason Weston et al.: Deep Learn-
ing via Semi-Supervised Embedding
(ICML 2008)
www.thespermwhale.com/jaseweston/

papers/deep_embed.pdf

• Rough ideas:
– Multi-layer NNs are a “deep” function model
– Only training on least squares gives too little “pressure” on inner

representations
– Mixing least squares cost with representational costs leads to better

representations & generalization

37/87
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Neural Networks

• Consider a regression problem with input x ∈ Rd and output y ∈ R

– Linear function: (w ∈ Rd)
f(x) = w>x

– Sigmoidal function:
f(x) = σ(w>x)

– 1-layer Neural Network function: (W0 ∈ Rh1×d)
f(x) = w>1σ(W0x)

– 2-layer Neural Network function:
f(x) = w>2σ(W1σ(W0x))

• Neural Networks are a special function model y = f(x,w), i.e. a special
way to parameterize non-linear functions
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Neural Networks

– Usually trained based on the gradient ∂
∂Wl

f(x)

(The output weights can be optimized analytically as
for linear regression).

– NNs are a very powerful function class
By tweaking/training the weights one can approximate
any non-linear function

• BUT, are there any guarantees on generalization?
Is there any insight on what the neurons will actually represent? Why/How this
should generalize to new data?
The gradient resolves the “credit assignment” for errors, but

– This is in practise not efficient for deep networks (the gradient “dissolves”)
– Is this the right thing? (Natural gradient? Other metric?)

⇒ Make an explicit statement on what you want from internal
representations! — How to regularize!
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Deep Learning

• In this perspective,
1) Deep Learning considers deep function models (NNs usually)
2) Deep Learning makes explicit statements about what internal
representations should capture

• In Weston et al.’s case

L(β) =

n∑
i=1

(yi − f(xi))
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
squared error

+λ
∑
i

∑
jk

(||zij − zik||2 − djk)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Multidimensional Scaling regularization

where zi = σ(Wizi-1) are the activations in the ith layer

This mixes the squared error with a representational cost for each layer
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Deep Learning

• Results from Weston et al. (ICML, 2008)

Mnist1h dataset, deep NNs of 2, 6, 8, 10 and 15 layers; each hidden layer 50
hidden units
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Similar idea: Stacking Autoencoders

• An autoencoder typically is a NN of the type

which is trained to reproduce the input: mini ||y(xi)− xi||2

The hidden layer (“bottleneck”) needs to find a good
representation/compression.

• Similar to the PCA objective, but nonlinear

• Stacking autoencoders:
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Deep Learning – further reading

• Weston, Ratle & Collobert: Deep Learning via Semi-Supervised
Embedding, ICML 2008.

• Hinton & Salakhutdinov: Reducing the Dimensionality of Data with
Neural Networks, Science 313, pp. 504-507, 2006.

• Bengio & LeCun: Scaling Learning Algorithms Towards AI. In Bottou et
al. (Eds) “Large-Scale Kernel Machines”, MIT Press 2007.

• Hadsell, Chopra & LeCun: Dimensionality Reduction by Learning an
Invariant Mapping, CVPR 2006.

... and newer papers citing those
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C. Local learners
– local & lazy learning
– kNN
– kd-trees
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Local & lazy learning

• Idea of local (or “lazy”) learning:
Do not try to build one global model f(x) from the data. Instead,
whenever we have a query point x∗, we build a specific local model in
the neighborhood of x∗.

• Typical approach:
– Given a query point x∗, find all kNN in the data D = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1

– Fit a local model fx∗ only to these kNNs, perhaps weighted
– Use the local model fx∗ to predict x∗ 7→ ŷ0

• Weighted local least squares:

Llocal(β, x∗) =
∑n
i=1K(x∗, xi)(yi − f(xi))

2 + λ||β||2

where K(x∗, x) is called smoothing kernel. The optimum is:

β̂ = (X>WX + λI)-1X>Wy , W = diag(K(x∗, x1:n))
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Regression example

kNN smoothing kernel: K(x∗, xi) =

1 if xi ∈ kNN(x∗)

0 otherwise
Epanechnikov quadratic smoothing kernel:

Kλ(x
∗, x) = D(|x∗ − x|/λ) , D(s) =

 3
4
(1− s2) if s ≤ 1

0 otherwise
(Hastie, Sec 6.3)
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kd-trees
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kd-trees

• For local & lazy learning it is essential to efficiently retrieve the kNN

Problem: Given a data set X, a query x∗, identify the kNNs of x∗ in X.

• Linear time (stepping through all of X) is far too slow.

A kd-tree pre-structures the data into a binary tree, allowing O(log n)

retrieval of kNNs.
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kd-trees

(There are “typos” in this figure... Exercise to find them.)

• Every node plays two roles:
– it defines a hyperplane that separates the data along one coordinate
– it hosts a data point, which lives exactly on the hyperplane (defines the
division)
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kd-trees

• Simplest (non-efficient) way to construct a kd-tree:
– hyperplanes divide alternatingly along 1st, 2nd, ... coordinate
– choose random point, use it to define hyperplane, divide data, iterate

• Nearest neighbor search:
– descent to a leave node and take this as initial nearest point
– ascent and check at each branching the possibility that a nearer point exists
on the other side of the hyperplane

• Approximate Nearest Neighbor (libann on Debian..)
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D. Combining weak or randomized learners
– Bootstrap, bagging, and model averaging
– Boosting
– (Boosted) decision trees & stumps
– Random forests
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Combining learners
• The general idea is:

– Given a data D, let us learn various models f1, .., fM
– Our prediction is then some combination of these, e.g.

f(x) =

M∑
m=1

αmfm(x)

• Various models could be:

Model averaging: Fully different types of models (using different (e.g.
limited) feature sets; neural net; decision trees; hyperparameters)

Bootstrap: Models of same type, trained on randomized versions of D

Boosting: Models of same type, trained on cleverly designed
modifications/reweightings of D

• Concerning their combination, the interesting question is
How to choose the αm? 52/87



Bootstrap & Bagging

• Bootstrap:
– Data set D of size n
– Generate M data sets Dm by resampling D with replacement
– Each Dm is also of size n (some samples doubled or missing)

– Distribution over data sets↔ distribution over β (compare slide 02-14)
– The ensemble {f1, .., fM} is similar to cross-validation
– Mean and variance of {f1, .., fM} can be used for model assessment

• Bagging: (“bootstrap aggregation”)

f(x) =
1

M

M∑
m=1

fm(x)
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• Bagging has similar effect to regularization:

(Hastie, Sec 8.7)
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Bayesian Model Averaging

• If f1, .., fM are very different models
– Equal weighting would not be clever
– More confident models (less variance, less parameters, higher likelihood)

→ higher weight

• Bayesian Averaging

P (y|x) =

M∑
m=1

P (y|x, fm, D) P (fm|D)

The term P (fm|D) is the weighting αm: it is high, when the model is
likely under the data (↔ the data is likely under the model & the model
has “fewer parameters”).
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The basis function view: Models are features!

• Compare model averaging f(x) =
∑M
m=1 αmfm(x) with regression:

f(x) =

k∑
j=1

φj(x) βj = φ(x)>β

• We can think of the M models fm as features φj for linear regression!
– We know how to find optimal parameters α
– But beware overfitting!
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Boosting
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Boosting

• In Bagging and Model Averaging, the models are trained on the same
data, or unbiased randomized versions

• Boosting tries to be cleverer:
– It adapts the data for each learner
– It assigns each learner a differently weighted version of the data

• With this, boosing can
– Combine many “weak” classifiers to produce a powerful “committee”
– A weak learner only needs to be somewhat better than random
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AdaBoost
(Freund & Schapire, 1997)
(classical Algo; use Gradient Boosting instead in practice)

• Binary classification problem with data D = {(xi, yi)}ni=1, yi ∈ {−1,+1}
• We know how to train discriminative functions f(x); let

G(x) = sign f(x) ∈ {−1,+1}

• We will train a sequence of classificers G1, .., GM , each on differently
weighted data, to yield a classifier

G(x) = sign

M∑
m=1

αmGm(x)
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AdaBoost

(Hastie, Sec 10.1)
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AdaBoost

Input: data Dm = {(xi, yi)}ni=1

Output: family of classifiers Gm and weights αm
1: initialize ∀i : wi = 1/m

2: for m = 1, ..,M do
3: Fit classifier Gm to the training data weighted by wi
4: errm =

∑n
i=1 wi [yi 6=Gm(xi)]∑n

i=1 wi

5: αm = log[ 1−errm
errm

]

6: ∀i : wi ← wi exp{αm [yi 6= Gm(xi)]}
7: end for

(Hastie, sec 10.1)

Weights unchanged for correctly classified points
Multiply weights with 1−errm

errm
> 1 for mis-classified data points

• Real AdaBoost: A variant exists that combines probabilistic classifiers
σ(f(x)) ∈ [0, 1] instead of discrete G(x) ∈ {−1,+1}
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The basis function view
• In AdaBoost, each model Gm depends on the data weights wm

We could write this as

f(x) =

M∑
m=1

αmfm(x,wm)

The “features” fm(x,wm) now have additional parameters wm
We’d like to optimize

min
α,w1,..,wM

L(f)

w.r.t. α and all the feature parameters wm.

• In general this is hard.
But assuming αm̂ and wm̂ fixed, optimizing for αm and wm is efficient.

• AdaBoost does exactly this, choosing wm so that the “feature” fm will
best reduce the loss (cf. PLS)
(Literally, AdaBoost uses exponential loss or neg-log-likelihood; Hastie sec 10.4 & 10.5)62/87



Gradient Boosting

• AdaBoost generates a series of basis functions by using different data
weightings wm depending on so-far classification errors

• We can also generate a series of basis functions fm by fitting them to
the gradient of the so-far loss

• Assume we want to miminize some loss function

min
f
L(f) =

n∑
i=1

L(yi, f(xi))

We can solve this using gradient descent

f∗ = f0+α1
∂L(f0)

∂f︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈f1

+α2
∂L(f0 + α1f1)

∂f︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈f2

+α3
∂L(f0 + α1f1 + α2f2)

∂f︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈f3

+ · · ·

– Each fm aproximates the so-far loss gradient
– Could use linear regression to choose αm (instead of line search)
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Gradient Boosting

Input: function class F (e.g., of discriminative functions), data D =

{(xi, yi)}ni=1, an arbitrary loss function L(y, ŷ)
Output: function fM to minimize

∑n
i=1 L(yi, f(xi))

1: Initialize a constant f̂ = f0 = argminf∈F
∑n
i=1 L(yi, f(xi))

2: for m = 1 :M do
3: For each data point i = 1 : n compute rim = − ∂L(yi,f(xi))

∂f(xi)

∣∣
f=f̂

4: Fit a regression fm ∈ F to the targets rim, minimizing squared error
5: Find optimal coefficients (e.g., via feature logistic regression)

α = argminα
∑
i L(yi,

∑m
j=0 αmfm(xi))

(often: fix α0:m-1 and only optimize over αm)
6: Update f̂ =

∑m
j=0 αmfm

7: end for

• If F is the set of regression/decision trees, then step 5 usually re-optimizes the
terminal constants of all leave nodes of the regression tree fm. (Step 4 only
determines the terminal regions.)
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Gradient boosting

• Hastie’s book quite “likes” gradient boosting
– Can be applied to any loss function
– No matter if regression or classification
– Very good performance
– Simpler, more general, better than AdaBoost

• Does not make sense, if each fm is linear in the same features already
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Decision Trees
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Decision Trees

• Decision trees are particularly used in Bagging and Boosting contexts

• Decision trees are “linear in features”, but the features are the terminal
regions of a tree, which are constructed depending on the data

• We’ll learn about
– Boosted decision trees & stumps
– Random Forests
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Decision Trees

• We describe CART (classification and regression tree)

• Decision trees are linear in features:

f(x) =

k∑
j=1

cj [x ∈ Rj ]

where Rj are disjoint rectangular regions and cj the constant
prediction in a region

• The regions are defined by a binary decision tree
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Growing the decision tree

• The constants are the region averages cj =
∑

i yi [xi∈Rj ]∑
i[xi∈Rj ]

• Each split xa > t is defined by a choice of input dimension a ∈ {1, .., d}
and a threshold t

• Given a yet unsplit region Rj , we split it by choosing

min
a,t

[
min
c1

∑
i:xi∈Rj∧xa≤t

(yi − c1)2 + min
c2

∑
i:xi∈Rj∧xa>t

(yi − c2)2
]

– Finding the threshold t is really quick (slide along)
– We do this for every input dimension a
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Deciding on the depth (if not pre-fixed)

• We first grow a very large tree (e.g. until at least 5 data points live in
each region)

• Then we rank all nodes using “weakest link pruning”:
Iteratively remove the node that least increases

n∑
i=1

(yi − f(xi))
2

• Use cross-validation to choose the eventual level of pruning

This is equivalent to choosing a regularization parameter λ for
L(T ) =

∑n
i=1(yi − f(xi))2 + λ|T |

where the regularization |T | is the tree size
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Example:
CART on the Spam data set
(details: Hastie, p 320)

Test error rate: 8.7%
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Boosting trees & stumps

• A decision stump is a decision tree with fixed depth 1 (just one split)

• Gradient boosting of decision trees (of fixed depth J) and stumps is
very effective

Test error rates on Spam data set:

full decision tree 8.7%

boosted decision stumps 4.7%

boosted decision trees with J = 5 4.5%
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Random Forests: Bootstrapping & randomized
splits

• Recall that Bagging averages models f1, .., fM where each fm was
trained on a bootstrap resample Dm of the data D
This randomizes the models and avoids over-generalization

• Random Forests do Bagging, but additionally randomize the trees:
– When growing a new split, choose the input dimension a only from a

random subset m features
– m is often very small; even m = 1 or m = 3

• Random Forests the prime example for “creating many randomized
weak learners from the same data D”
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Random Forests vs. gradient boosted trees

(Hastie, Fig 15.1)
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E. Other loss functions
– hinge loss, SVMs
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Loss functions

• So far we’ve talked about
– least squares Lls(f) =

∑n
i=1(yi − f(xi))

2 for regression

– neg-log-likelihood Lnll(f) = −
∑n
i=1 log p(yi |xi) for classification

binary case: Lnll(f) = − log
∏n
i=1 σ(f(xi))

yi + [1− σ(f(xi))](1−yi)

• There are reasons to consider other loss functions:
– In classification, maximizing a margin is intuitive
– Intuitively, small errors should be penalized little or not at all
– Outliers are too important in least squares
– Some loss functions lead to sparse sets of support vectors→

conciseness of function representation, good generalization
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Loss functions for regression

(Hastie, page 435)

• Here, r = yi − f(xi) is the residual
– least squares Lls(r) = r2 (right, dashed)

– Huber’s robust regression LH(r) =

{
r2/2 if |r| ≤ c
c|r| − c2/2 else

– SVM regression (ε-insensitive) Lε(r) = [|r| − ε]+
(sub-script + indicates the positive part)

• Huber’s robust regression (1964) is more robost to outliers

• SVM regression is indifferent to small errors
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SVM regression

• When optimizing for the SVM regression (ε-insensitive) loss, it turns out
that the final regression (parameters β) only directly depend on a few
critical data points. These are called support vectors.

• I skip the details for SVM regression and reiterate this for classification
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Loss functions for classification

(Hastie, page 426)

• The “x-axis” denotes yif(xi), assuming yi ∈ {−1,+1}
– neg-log-likelihood

Lnll(y, f) = − log p(yi |xi) = − log
[
σ(f(xi))

y + [1− σ(f(xi))]1−y
]

– hinge loss Lhinge(y, f) = [1− yf(x)]+
– class Huber’s robust regression

LHC(r) =

{
−4yf(x) if yf(x) ≤ −1
[1− yf(x)]2+ else

• Neg-log-likelihood (“Binomial Deviance”) and Huber have same
asymtotes as the hinge loss, but rounded in the interior 79/87



Hinge loss

• Consider the hinge loss with L2 regularization, minimizing

Lhinge(f) =

n∑
i=1

[1− yif(xi)]+ + λ||β||2

• It is easy to show that the following are equivalent

min
β
||β||2 + C

n∑
i=1

max{0, 1− yif(xi)} (1)

min
β,ξ
||β||2 + C

n∑
i=1

ξi s.t. yif(xi) ≥ 1− ξi , ξi ≥ 0 (2)

(where C = 1/λ > 0 and yi ∈ {−1,+1})

• The optimal model (optimal β) will “not depend” on data points for
which ξi = 0. Here “not depend” is meant in the variational sense: If
you would vary the data point (xi) slightly, β∗ would not be changed.
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(Hastie, page 418)

• Right:

min
β,ξ
||β||2 + C

n∑
i=1

ξi s.t. yif(xi) ≥ 1− ξi , ξi ≥ 0

• Left: assuming ∀i : ξi = 0 we just maximize the margin:

min
β
||β||2 s.t. yif(xi) ≥ 1

• Right: We see that β∗ does not depend directly (variationally) on xi for
data points outside the margin!
Data points inside the margin or wrong classified: support vectors
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• Black points: exactly on the margin (ξi = 0, αi > 0)
Support vectors (αi > 0): inside of margin or wrong side of margin
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• Kernel Logistic Regression (LG, using neg-log-likelihood) vs. Kernel
SVM (using hinge)
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Finding the optimal discriminative function

• The constrained problem

min
β,ξ
||β||2 + C

n∑
i=1

ξi s.t. yi(x
>
iβ) ≥ 1− ξi , ξi ≥ 0

is a linear program and can be reformulated as the dual problem, with
dual parameters αi that indicate whether the constraint yi(x>iβ) ≥ 1− ξi
is active.

• For all inactive constraints (yi(x>iβ) ≥ 1) the data point (xi, yi) does not
directly influence the solution β∗. Active points are support vectors.
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• Let (x, ξ) be the primal variables, (α, µ) the dual, we derive the dual problem:

min
β,ξ
||β||2 + C

n∑
i=1

ξi s.t. yi(x
>
iβ) ≥ 1− ξi , ξi ≥ 0 (3)

L(β, ξ, α, µ) = ||β||2 + C
n∑
i=1

ξi −
n∑
i=1

αi[yi(x
>
iβ)− (1− ξi)]−

n∑
i=1

µiξi (4)

∂βL
!
= 0 ⇒ 2β =

n∑
i=1

αiyixi (5)

∂ξL
!
= 0 ⇒ ∀i : αi = C − µi (6)

l(α, µ) = min
β,ξ

L(β, ξ, α, µ) = − 1
4

n∑
i=1

n∑
i′=1

αiαi′yiyi′ x̂
>
i x̂i′ +

n∑
i=1

αi (7)

max
α,µ

l(α, µ) s.t. 0 ≤ αi ≤ C (8)

• (4): Lagrangian (with negative Lagrange terms because of ≥ instead of ≤ )

• (5): the optimal β∗ depends only on xiyi for which αi > 0→ support vectors

• (7): This assumes that xi = (1, x̂i) includes the constant feature 1 (so that the statistics
become centered)

• (8): This is the dual problem. µi ≤ 0 implies αi ≤ C
• Note: the dual problem only refers to x̂>i x̂i → kernelization
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Conclusions on the hinge loss

• The hinge implies an important structural aspect of optimal solutions:
support vectors

• A core benefit of the hinge loss/SVMs: These optimization problems
are structurally different to the (dense) Newton methods for logistic
regression. They can scale well to large data sets using specialized
constrained optimization methods. (However, there also exist
incremental, well-scaling methods for kernel ridge regression/GPs.)
(I personally think: the benefit is not in terms of the predictive performance, which is just
different, not better or worse.)

• The hinge loss can equally be applied to conditional random fields
(including multi-class classification), which is called structured-output
SVM
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The Breadth of ML methods

• A. Embedding data
– centering & whitening
– PCA, kernel PCA, Multidimensional Scaling, ISOMAP
– PLS (for classification?)

• B. Deep learning (briefly)

• C. Local learners
– local & lazy learning
– kNN
– kd-trees

• D. Combining weak or randomized learners
– Bootstrap, bagging, and model averaging
– Boosting
– (Boosted) decision trees & stumps
– Random forests

• E. Other loss functions
– hinge loss, SVMs
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